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Verso Support for Powersoft ArmoníaPlus 2.7

Version 2.7 of Powersoft’s ArmoníaPlus software, which adds support for its Verso

gateway device, is available to download now from the Powersoft website. With

ArmoníaPlus 2.7, the latest version of the powerful system design, control and

monitoring software, users can take advantage of Verso, which allows T and X

Series, Mezzo, Duecanali and Quattrocanali amplifiers to be connected to

Powersoft’s MyUniverso cloud platform.

Verso gateway device is designed to enable users take full advantage of

MyUniverso cloud platform, allowing monitoring and centralised remote firmware

updates for the entire current Powersoft amplifier portfolio, as well as Powersoft’s

Dynamic Music Distribution (DMD) solution. Its robust logging and data storage

capabilities ensure local continuity or service even during internet outages. The new

update also provides users with improved alarms and status handling for all

MyUniverso supported devices, making the system more accurate and efficient.

MyUniverso, Powersoft’s cloud platform, enables users of its amplifier platforms to

monitor and update their systems remotely.

Also new to ArmoníaPlus 2.7, is support for Dynamic Music Distribution (DMD) for

the entire Unica series of installation amplifiers. DMD offers system integrators the

ability to scale inputs and zones efficiently with dynamic routing capabilities

embedded on its amplifier platform. DMD makes it simple to dynamically route

music and other signal sources between different zones, and across multiple

amplifiers, all independently of source location and without the need for a

centralised DSP. This helps system integrators save time and costs for system
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configuration without compromising the high-quality standards for multiroom music

and signal distribution applications.

In addition, the newly updated, free-to-download software adds support for AES67

Raw SDP and Dolby Atmos Connect patching on Duecanali DSP+, Quattrocanali

DSP+ and Mezzo A+ amplifiers, allowing for easier integration with AES67

compatible audio systems and ensuring compatibility with Dolby Atmos

configurations. The new update also improves networking stability and includes

minor fixes and performance improvements. Other features included in ArmoníaPlus

2.7 update are firmware updates for Unica, Mezzo, T and X Series, X4 L,

Quattrocanali and Duecanali DSP series, Quattrocanali, Dsp4, IPAL, MDrive,

WallMount Touch, PC ViewsHost and Verso.
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